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⍲⡆攟➢慹炷ˬ㛔➢慹˭炸㚱斄ˤ˭
㈽屯侫ㄖ⚈䳈
㈽屯䚖㧁

㛔➢慹䘬㈽屯䚖㧁ᷫ㍸ὃᷕ攟㛇㓞䙲⍲㼃⛐屯㛔⡆ῤˤ
䭉䎮Ṣ䘬㈽屯忶䦳㴱⍲㊱䄏䭉䎮Ṣ⮵屯㛔ⶪ⟜䘬奨溆侴䈑刚ᶨ䲣↿
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䘬屯䓊栆⇍ˣ䁢㈽屯柀➇ᷕ⎬ᾳ屯䓊栆⇍㊹怠䚠斄普橼㈽屯妰∫
炷ˬ普橼㈽屯妰∫˭炸炻ẍ⍲忂忶惵伖⇘䚠斄普橼㈽屯妰∫㥳⺢ᶨ
ᾳ㈽屯䳬⎰ˤ
䫾䔍⿏屯䓊惵伖ᷫ⚈ㅱⷠ姕屯㛔ⶪ⟜䘬⇵㘗炻➢㕤䚠斄㈽屯⃒ᷳ⊾
㈽屯㓰㝄炻ẍ⮎䎦㛔➢慹䘬㈽屯䚖㧁ˤ㟡㒂䭉䎮Ṣ⮵屯䓊栆⇍⚆⟙
⍲℞䚠Ḻἄ䓐䘬ᶵ⎴枸㛇炻㬌䫱惵伖⮯晐㗪攻侴㚱㓡嬲ˤ➢㕤⬷
奨䑘⠫ˣⶪ⟜㯋㯃ˣ➢㛔⚈䳈⍲㈨埻㊯㧁䫱⚈䳈炻㛔➢慹ᶵ㗪㍉䓐
㇘䔍⿏屯䓊惵伖⮵㈽屯䳬⎰䘬惵伖忚埴≽ン婧㔜炻ẍ䭉䎮桐晒婧㔜
⼴䘬⚆⟙ˤ
㛔➢慹⎵䧙ᷕˬSTARS˭䘬㍸徘᷎ᶵẋ堐㛔➢慹䘬堐䎦ㆾ⚆⟙ˤ
㈽屯㓧䫾

㛔➢慹㖐⛐德忶ᷣ天㈽屯㕤䌚嫱䚋㚫娵⎗䘬普橼㈽屯妰∫⍲炾ㆾ⎰
屯㟤Ṍ㖻屟岋➢慹炷⭂佑夳ⓖ偉䪈䦳炸䘬㈽屯䳬⎰炷⌛Ỽ㛔➢慹
屯䓊㶐ῤ㚨⮹70%炸炻ẍ忼农℞䚖㧁ˤ㛔➢慹䚖⇵ᶵ㒔⮯℞屯䓊㶐
ῤ30%ẍᶲ㈽屯㕤㭷ᾳ䌚嫱䚋㚫娵⎗䘬普橼㈽屯妰∫⍲ᶵ㚫⮯℞屯
䓊㶐ῤ10%ẍᶲ㈽屯㕤㭷ᾳ⎰屯㟤Ṍ㖻屟岋➢慹ˤ῀㛔➢慹⮯℞
屯䓊㶐ῤ30%ẍᶲ㈽屯㕤ảỽ╖ᶨ䘬䚠斄普橼㈽屯妰∫炻䭉䎮Ṣ⮯
䡢ᾅ娚䚠斄普橼㈽屯妰∫ᷫ䌚嫱䚋㚫娵⎗炻侴娚䚠斄普橼㈽屯妰∫
䘬⎵䧙⍲ᷣ天㈽屯屯㕁⛐扟ⓖ㔯ẞᷕ㉓曚ˤ㛔➢慹䚖⇵ᶵ㒔㈽屯
㕤㛒䌚嫱䚋㚫娵⎗䘬普橼㈽屯妰∫炻Ữ⎗㈽屯㕤⎗傥䌚ㆾ⎗傥㛒
䌚嫱䚋㚫娵⎗䘬⎰屯㟤Ṍ㖻屟岋➢慹ˤ
㛔➢慹㈽屯䘬㬌䫱普橼㈽屯妰∫⍲炾ㆾ⎰屯㟤Ṍ㖻屟岋➢慹⎗
傥䓙䭉䎮Ṣ⍲炾ㆾ℞倗Ⱄ℔⎠ㆾ℞Ṿ䫔ᶱ㕡㈽屯䭉䎮Ṣ䭉䎮ˤ῀
普橼㈽屯妰∫ㆾ⎰屯㟤Ṍ㖻屟岋➢慹ᷫ䓙䭉䎮Ṣ⍲炾ㆾ℞倗Ⱄ℔
⎠䭉䎮炻䭉䎮屣⮯ᶵ㚫⛐䚠斄普橼㈽屯妰∫ㆾ⎰屯㟤Ṍ㖻屟岋
➢慹䘬Ⰼ朊㓞⍾炻侴⎒㚫⛐㛔➢慹䘬Ⰼ朊㓞⍾ˤ῀普橼㈽屯妰∫ㆾ
⎰屯㟤Ṍ㖻屟岋➢慹ᷫ䓙䭉䎮Ṣ⍲炾ㆾ℞倗Ⱄ℔⎠䭉䎮炻㛔➢
慹㈽屯䘬普橼㈽屯妰∫ㆾ⎰屯㟤Ṍ㖻屟岋➢慹䘬㚱⇅⥳㓞屣
⍲岾⚆屣⮯䌚審ˤ
昌䎦慹ˣ䎦慹䫱₡䈑⍲慹圵埵䓇ⶍ℟炷ἳ⤪烉㛇屐ˣ㛇㪲⍲怈㛇⎰
䲬炸⢾炻㛔➢慹ᶵ㚫㚱䚜㍍㈽屯ˤ㛔➢慹⎒⎗䁢⮵㰾䚖䘬炻Ữᶵ㚫
䁢㈽屯䚖䘬侴䚜㍍㈽屯㕤慹圵埵䓇ⶍ℟ˤ
㛔➢慹⎗德忶℞㊩㚱䘬䚠斄普橼㈽屯妰∫⍲炾ㆾ⎰屯㟤Ṍ㖻屟
岋➢慹炻㈽屯㕤偉䤐⍲偉䤐䚠斄嫱⇠炻⊭㊔炷Ữᶵ旸㕤炸℔攳屟岋
䘬㘖忂偉⍲⃒⃰偉ˣ伶⚳枸妿嫱⇠ˣ䑘䎫枸妿嫱⇠ˣὃ偉⍲䥩Ṣ惵
ⓖˤ
㛔➢慹Ṏ⎗德忶℞㊩㚱䘬䚠斄普橼㈽屯妰∫⍲炾ㆾ⎰屯㟤Ṍ㖻屟
岋➢慹炻㈽屯㕤䌚䧮徒㈽屯侭㚵⊁ˣ㧁㸾㘖䇦ㆾよ嬥ᶱ攻⚳晃ᾉ屠姽
䳂㨇㥳℞ᷕᶨ攻䴎Ḱ㈽屯䳂⇍䘬⁝⊁嫱⇠炻ẍ⍲㛒⽭Ⱄ㈽屯䳂⇍ㆾ㛒
䴻ᶲ徘⚳晃ᾉ屠姽䳂㨇㥳姽䳂䘬⁝⊁嫱⇠烊⍲⛐朆㈽屯䳂⇍ㆾ㛒姽䳂
䘬⁝⊁嫱⇠䘬䷥㈽屯⍫冯⎗ẍ㗗㛔➢慹屯䓊㶐ῤ䘬 30%ㆾẍᶲˤ㛔➢
慹Ṏ⎗德忶䚠斄普橼㈽屯妰∫⍲炾ㆾ⎰屯㟤Ṍ㖻屟岋➢慹炻㈽屯㕤
⁝⊁嫱⇠⊭㊔炷Ữᶵ旸㕤炸攟㛇⁝⇠ˣᷕ㛇䤐㒂ˣ䤐㒂ˣ⎗㎃偉⁝
⇠ˣ⼴⁝⇠ˣ⬀㫦嫱⍲⓮㤕䤐㒂ˤ㛔➢慹ᶵ㚫䚜㍍㈽屯㕤℟㚱⏠㓞
嘏㎵䈡溆䘬⁝⊁ⶍ℟炷ˬ℟㚱⏠㓞嘏㎵䈡溆䘬⁝⊁ⶍ℟˭炸炷ἳ⤪烉
ㆾ䃞⎗㎃偉⁝⊁嫱⇠炷ˬCoCos˭炸⍲檀䳂朆⃒⃰⁝⊁炸炻Ữ䚠斄普
橼㈽屯妰∫⍲炾ㆾ⎰屯㟤Ṍ㖻屟岋➢慹⎗傥㈽屯⍫冯℟㚱⏠㓞嘏㎵
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䈡溆䘬⁝⊁ⶍ℟ˤ䃞侴炻䭉䎮Ṣ枸㛇㛔➢慹忂忶㈽屯㕤䚠斄普橼㈽屯
妰∫⍲炾ㆾ⎰屯㟤Ṍ㖻屟岋➢慹侴⮵℟㚱⏠㓞嘏㎵䈡溆䘬⁝⊁ⶍ℟
䘬㈽屯⍫冯᷎ᶵ慵⣏ˤ䚠斄普橼㈽屯妰∫⍲炾ㆾ⎰屯㟤Ṍ㖻屟岋➢
慹㊩㚱䘬⁝⊁嫱⇠⎗䓙㓧⹄ˣ㓧⹄㨇㥳ˣ⋲㓧⹄䳬䷼ˣ慹圵㨇㥳ˣ
㈽屯ᾉ妿⍲⛘䓊ᾉ妿ˣ嶐⚳䳬䷼⍲℞Ṿẩ㤕䘤埴ㆾ㑼ᾅ炻ょ䭉䎮Ṣ
枸㛇㛔➢慹忂忶㈽屯㕤䚠斄普橼㈽屯妰∫⍲炾ㆾ⎰屯㟤Ṍ㖻屟岋➢
慹侴⮵䓙╖ᶨᷣ㪲䘤埴Ṣ炷⊭㊔℞㓧⹄ˣ℔ℙㆾ⛘⋨ᷣ䭉䔞⯨炸䘤埴
⍲炾ㆾ㑼ᾅ䘬Ỷ㕤㈽屯䳂⇍䘬⁝⊁嫱⇠ᷳ㈽屯⍫冯᷎ᶵ慵⣏ˤ
⍫侫屯䓊惵伖
ẍᶳ䁢㛔➢慹㊱枸㛇䓙㛔➢慹㊩㚱䘬䚠斄普橼㈽屯妰∫⍲炾ㆾ⎰屯
㟤Ṍ㖻屟岋➢慹㈽屯䘬屯䓊栆⇍ἄ↢䘬⍫侫屯䓊惵伖ˤ
屯䓊栆⇍

Ỽ㛔➢慹屯䓊㶐ῤ⍫侫䘦↮㭼

偉䤐⍲偉䤐䚠斄嫱⇠

30-65%

⁝⊁嫱⇠

35-70%

䎦慹ˣ䎦慹䫱₡䈑⍲屐⸋ⶪ⟜
䤐㒂

0-30%炷⤪ᶳ㔯㉓曚炻⛐㤝
䪗ⶪ㱩ᶳ㚨⣂䁢100%炸

㊱䄏㛔➢慹䘬㈽屯䫾䔍炻㛔➢慹⎗㈽屯⣂䧖屯䓊栆⇍炻᷎㟡㒂䭉䎮
Ṣ⮵⎬䧖⚈䳈炷⎗⊭㊔Ữᶵ旸㕤䴻㾇⇵㘗ˣ屯䓊栆⇍Ộῤˣⶪ⟜㯋
㯃⍲屯䓊₡㟤崘⊊炸䘬㊩临姽Ộ侴惵伖㈽屯ˤ㛔➢慹炷德忶℞⛐䚠
斄普橼㈽屯妰∫⍲炾ㆾ⎰屯㟤Ṍ㖻屟岋➢慹䘬㈽屯炸᷎䃉㊯⭂⛘
⋨ˣ埴㤕䓴⇍ㆾⶪῤ旸柵炻ᶼ⮵劍⸚ⶪ⟜炷⊭㊔㕘冰ⶪ⟜炸ˣ⛘
⋨ˣ䓴⇍⍲炾ㆾ埴㤕炻ㆾ⮷✳⍲ᷕ✳℔⎠偉䤐䘬㈽屯⍫冯⎗傥ᶵ㗪
䁢㛔➢慹屯䓊㶐ῤ䘬30%ㆾẍᶲˤ
㛔➢慹䘬䚠斄普橼㈽屯妰∫⍲炾ㆾ⎰屯㟤Ṍ㖻屟岋➢慹ㆾ䚠斄㈽
屯䘬妰₡屐⸋᷎䃉旸⇞炻᷎⎗傥⮵Ṣ㮹⸋妰₡屯䓊炷⊭㊔ˬ溆⽫˭
⁝⇠炸㚱慵⣏㈽屯⍫冯ˤ
㛔➢慹Ṏ⎗⮯℞㚨⣂忼30%䘬屯䓊㶐ῤ㈽屯㕤䎦慹⍲䎦慹䫱₡䈑ἄ
桐晒㍏⇞䚖䘬ˣ䳸䬿㈽屯Ṍ㖻⍲ㅱẀ岾⚆天㯪ˤ⊁枰㲐シ炻䭉䎮Ṣ
⛐℞娵䁢↢䎦㤝䪗ⶪ㱩炷ἳ⤪烉䴻㾇⣏ⷭᶳ㹹ㆾ㓧⯨≽䚒炸ㆾ怑䓐
㱽⼳ㆾ䚋䭉夷⭂ㆾ㓧䫾䘬嬲≽嵛ẍㆸ䁢ἄ↢㚱斄㙓㗪婧㔜䘬䎮䓙
㗪炻⎗⮯䎦慹⍲䎦慹䫱₡䈑䘬惵伖㍸檀军崭忶㛔➢慹屯䓊㶐ῤ䘬
30%炷⍲㚨⣂忼100%炸ˤ㊩㚱䎦慹䘬㫦柵夾᷶㛔➢慹䘬㳩≽⿏⍲
㈽屯暨天侴⭂ˤ枸㛇屯䓊栆⇍䘬惵伖㏕惵䳬⎰⮯㟡㒂䭉䎮Ṣ䘬惴ね
㰢⭂㪲⍲䔞㗪ⶪ㱩侴ᶵ㗪嬲㚜ˤ
㛔➢慹⎗傥㚫ᶵ㗪忂忶℞⛐䚠斄普橼㈽屯妰∫⍲炾ㆾ⎰屯㟤Ṍ㖻
屟岋➢慹䘬㈽屯侴攻㍍㈽屯⍫冯屯䓊㉝㉤嫱⇠炷⊭㊔㊱㎕嫱⇠⍲屯
䓊㉝㉤⓮㤕䤐㒂炸ˤ⃀䭉㛔➢慹⮵屯䓊㉝㉤嫱⇠䘬㈽屯⍫冯᷎䃉夷
⭂䘬旸柵炻ょ䭉䎮Ṣ枸㛇㛔➢慹忂忶℞⛐䚠斄普橼㈽屯妰∫⍲炾ㆾ
⎰屯㟤Ṍ㖻屟岋➢慹䘬㈽屯侴⮵屯䓊㉝㉤嫱⇠䘬㈽屯⍫冯᷎ᶵ慵
⣏ˤ
㛔➢慹㊩㚱䘬䚠斄普橼㈽屯妰∫⍲炾ㆾ⎰屯㟤Ṍ㖻屟岋➢慹⎗
䁢㈽屯䚖䘬侴忳䓐慹圵埵䓇ⶍ℟ˤ䃞侴炻㛔➢慹ᶵ㒔㈽屯㕤ảỽ䌚
嫱䚋㚫娵⎗䘬䚠斄普橼㈽屯妰∫炻℞埵䓇ⶍ℟桐晒㈧㑼㶐柵⎗傥檀
㕤娚䚠斄➢慹屯䓊㶐ῤ䘬50%ẍᶲˤ
3

㛔➢慹ᶵ㚫䚜㍍㈽屯㕤ảỽ䳸㥳⿏⬀㫦ㆾ䳸㥳⿏䓊⑩ˤ䃞侴炻㛔➢
慹⎗傥ᶵ㗪忂忶℞⛐䚠斄普橼㈽屯妰∫⍲炾ㆾ⎰屯㟤Ṍ㖻屟岋➢
慹䘬㈽屯侴攻㍍㈽屯⍫冯䳸㥳⿏⬀㫦ㆾ䳸㥳⿏䓊⑩ˤ⃀䭉㛔➢慹⮵
䳸㥳⿏⬀㫦ㆾ䳸㥳⿏䓊⑩䘬㈽屯⍫冯᷎䃉夷⭂䘬旸柵炻ょ䭉䎮Ṣ枸
㛇㛔➢慹忂忶℞⛐䚠斄普橼㈽屯妰∫⍲炾ㆾ⎰屯㟤Ṍ㖻屟岋➢慹
䘬㈽屯侴⮵䳸㥳⿏⬀㫦ㆾ䳸㥳⿏䓊⑩䘬㈽屯⍫冯᷎ᶵ慵⣏ˤ
㈽屯⍲ῇ屠旸⇞

㛔➢慹枰⍿ⓖ偉䪈䦳旬抬Cˬ㈽屯侫ㄖ⚈䳈˭ᶨ䭨ℏˬ㈽屯⍲ῇ屠旸
⇞˭㧁柴ᶳ庱䘬㈽屯⍲ῇ屠旸⇞䲬㜇ˤ

ἧ䓐埵䓇ⶍ℟

㛔➢慹䘬埵䓇ⶍ℟桐晒㈧㑼㶐柵㚨檀⎗忼㛔➢慹屯䓊㶐ῤ䘬50%ˤ

嫱⇠圵屯Ṍ㖻

䭉䎮Ṣ䚖⇵ᶵ㒔⯙㛔➢慹妪䩳ảỽ嫱⇠圵屯Ṍ㖻ˤ

䈡⭂桐晒⚈䳈
㈽屯侭Ṏㅱ䔁シⓖ偉䪈䦳ˬ桐晒⚈䳈˭ᶨ䭨徘怑䓐㕤㛔➢慹䘬㚱斄桐晒炻⯌℞㗗ˬᶵ忼农㈽
屯䚖㧁䘬桐晒˭ˣˬᶨ凔㈽屯桐晒˭ˣˬⶪ⟜桐晒˭ˣˬ㲊≽⿏桐晒˭ˣˬ冯⮷✳⍲ᷕ✳℔⎠
㚱斄䘬桐晒˭ˣˬ冯⁝⊁嫱⇠㚱斄䘬桐晒˭ˣˬ㈽屯㕤℞Ṿ➢慹䘬桐晒˭ˣˬ冯㺔㷗偉䤐ⶪ⟜
Ṍ㖻Ḻ倗Ḻ忂㨇⇞炷ˬ㺔㷗忂˭炸䚠斄䘬桐晒˭ˣˬ冯⎗㎃偉⁝⇠㚱斄䘬桐晒˭ˣˬ㈽屯㕤嫱
⇠⊾⁝⊁ⶍ℟炷⊭㊔屯䓊㉝㉤嫱⇠炸䘬桐晒˭ˣ ˬ㕘冰ⶪ⟜桐晒˭ˣˬᷣ㪲⁝⊁桐晒˭ˣˬ普
ᷕ桐晒˭ˣˬṌ㖻⮵ㇳ桐晒˭ˣˬ偉䤐㈽屯桐晒˭ˣˬ屐⸋⍲⢾⋗桐晒˭ˣˬ埵䓇ⶍ℟⍲䳸㥳
⿏䓊⑩桐晒˭ˣˬ⮵㰾桐晒˭ˣˬ㳩≽⿏桐晒˭⍲ˬ↮㳦桐晒˭ˤ㬌⢾炻㈽屯侭Ṏㅱ䔁シẍᶳ
㚱斄㈽屯㕤㛔➢慹䘬桐晒ˤ

㚱斄STARS䘬桐晒

㛔➢慹忂忶忳䓐STARS炻㖐⛐德忶㈽屯㕤⣂䧖屯䓊栆⇍炷ᷣ天䁢德
忶䚠斄➢慹炸ẍ忼农℞㈽屯䚖㧁炻枸㛇屯䓊栆⇍䘬惵伖㏕惵䳬⎰㟡
㒂䭉䎮Ṣ䘬惴ね㰢⭂㪲⍲䔞㗪ⶪ㱩侴ᶵ㗪嬲㚜ˤ
㤪ᶵᾅ嫱㈽屯䚖㧁⮯㚫忼农ˤ
枸㛇㛔➢慹䘬㈽屯⮯⭂㛇慵姕㭼慵ˤ劍ⶪ⟜桐晒㯜⸛⛐䞕㛇攻ℏ栗
叿㓡嬲炻䚠斄㈽屯惵㏕䘬㚜㓡ㆾ㚫㚜䁢柣⭮炻ẍ农㛔➢慹㈽屯䳬⎰
嬲㎃㭼䌯庫檀ˤ娚䫱㊩ᾱ㓡嬲ㆾ㚫⮶农䴻䲨Ἃ慹攳㓗⍲Ṍ㖻ㇳ临屣
檀㕤℞Ṿ夷㧉䚠劍➢慹ˤ㛔➢慹ㅱ㓗Ẁ䘬䆇忳攳㓗⚈侴㚫㚱㍸
檀ˤ⚈㬌炻㛔➢慹㊃农䘬Ṍ㖻ㆸ㛔⎗傥㚫庫℟䨑⭂惵伖䫾䔍䘬➢
慹䁢檀炻侴㛔➢慹䘬屯䓊㶐ῤㆾ㚫呁⍿ᶵ⇑⼙枧ˤ

Ṣ㮹⸋屐⸋⍲㎃桐晒

Ṣ㮹⸋ᷫ㍉䓐ẍⶪ⟜ὃ㯪䁢➢䢶᷎⍫侫ᶨ䯫⫸⢾⸋䘬䭉䎮㴖≽⋗
䌯炻侴Ṣ㮹⸋崘⊊ᷫ⍿⇘㓧䫾㍏⇞䲬㜇ˤṢ㮹⸋℞Ṿᷣ天屐⸋⛐
戨埴⎴㤕⢾⋗ⶪ⟜䘬㭷㖍ㆸṌ₡䌚Ⅾ⛐ᷕ⚳Ṣ㮹戨埴℔ⶫ䘬ᷕ⣖⸛
₡ᶲ句䘬䊡䨬㲊ⷭℏ㴖≽ˤ䓙㕤⋗䌯⍿⇘㓧⹄㓧䫾⍲ⶪ⟜≃慷⼙
枧炻Ṣ㮹⸋℞Ṿ屐⸋炷⊭㊔伶⃫⍲㷗⃫炸䘬⋗䌯⚈侴⭡㖻⍿⇘⢾
Ἦ⚈䳈䘬嬲≽⼙枧ˤ
朆Ṣ㮹⸋㛔ỵ㈽屯侭枰㈧㑼⢾⋗桐晒炻Ṏᶵᾅ嫱Ṣ㮹⸋䘬₡ῤ㈽
屯侭䘬➢䢶屐⸋炷ἳ⤪烉㷗⃫炸ᶵ㚫ᶳ旵ˤṢ㮹⸋ᶨ㖎属ῤ炻㚱⎗
傥⮵㈽屯侭㕤㛔➢慹䘬㈽屯䘬₡ῤ㥳ㆸᶵ⇑⼙枧ˤ
楁㷗暊ⱠṢ㮹⸋炷ˬCNH˭炸冯ᷕ⚳⠫ℏṢ㮹⸋炷ˬCNY˭炸晾Ⱄ
⎴ᶨ䧖屐⸋炻Ữ⌣⛐ᶵ⎴ℤḺᶵ䚠斄侴ᶼ䌐䩳忳ἄ䘬ⶪ⟜ᶲ屟岋炻
ẍ农屟岋⋗䌯㚱ᶵ⎴ˤ⚈㬌炻CNH䘬⋗䌯㛒⽭冯CNY䚠⎴炻ℑ侭
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崘⊊Ṏ㛒⽭⎴ᶨ㕡⎹ˤCNH冯CNY劍堐䎦↮㬏炻⎗傥㚫⮵㈽屯侭㥳
ㆸᶵ⇑⼙枧ˤ
Ṣ㮹⸋䘬ὃㅱ⍲⮯⢾⸋㎃䁢Ṣ㮹⸋⛯⍿⇘ᷕ⚳ℏ⛘䔞⯨䘬⢾⋗䭉
⇞㓧䫾⍲旸⇞䲬㜇ˤṢ㮹⸋㳩≽⿏ㆾ㚫⚈䁢㓧⹄䭉⇞⍲旸⇞侴ら
⊾炻忁㚫⮵㈽屯侭⮯Ṣ㮹⸋㎃䁢℞Ṿ屐⸋䘬傥≃ẍ⍲Ṣ㮹⸋㎃
䌯㥳ㆸᶵ⇑⼙枧ˤ䓙㕤Ṣ㮹⸋ᶵ傥冒䓙㎃炻屐⸋㎃枰夾᷶Ṣ㮹
⸋䔞㗪䘬ὃㅱね㱩侴⭂ˤ⚈㬌炻⛐㍍䌚⣏慷岾⚆Ṣ㮹⸋妰₡栆⇍天
㯪䘬ね㱩ᶳ炻劍䭉䎮Ṣ䡢⭂䔞㗪᷎䃉嵛⣈Ṣ㮹⸋⎗ὃ㛔➢慹忚埴屐
⸋㎃ẍἄ䳸䬿䓐徼炻䭉䎮Ṣ⎗ㄹ℞䳽⮵惴ね㪲㉤⼴⯙ảỽ岾⚆Ṣ
㮹⸋栆⇍䘬天㯪Ẁ㫦ˤ➢㕤怑䓐㕤Ṣ㮹⸋䘬⢾⋗䭉⇞⍲旸⇞炻劍㚱
斄㕡朊᷎䃉嵛⣈㫦柵䘬Ṣ㮹⸋ẍ忚埴屐⸋㎃ẍ农䃉㱽⍲㗪㓗Ẁ↮
㳦炷⤪㚱炸炻Ṣ㮹⸋↮㳦Ẁ㫦Ṏ㚱⍿旣⺞䘬桐晒ˤ⛐ảỽね㱩ᶳ炻
⮵㕤⛐Ṍ㖻㇒㬊㗪攻ᷳ⇵㍍䌚䘬㚱㓰岾⚆天㯪炻岾⚆⼿㫦枭⮯㕤
娚䫱岾⚆天㯪䌚㍍䲵ᷳ⼴ᶨᾳ℔㙮㚰ℏ㓗Ẁˤ

Ṣ㮹⸋栆⇍䚠斄桐晒

㛔➢慹⮯㚫㍉䓐CNH⋗䌯Ἦ妰䬿Ṣ㮹⸋妰₡栆⇍䘬₡ῤˤCNH⋗䌯
冯CNY⋗䌯䚠㭼⎗傥⬀⛐㹊₡ㆾ㉀嬻炻᷎⎗傥㚫⬀⛐慵⣏屟岋ⶖ
₡ˤ㊱㬌妰䬿䘬Ṣ㮹⸋妰₡栆⇍₡ῤ⮯㚫⍿㲊≽⼙枧ˤ
Ṣ㮹⸋⋗䌯⎗⋯⎗嵴ˤᶵ傥ᾅ嫱Ṣ㮹⸋ᶵ㚫属ῤˤṢ㮹⸋ᶨ㖎属
ῤ炻⎗傥㚫⮵㈽屯侭⮵㛔➢慹Ṣ㮹⸋妰₡栆⇍㊩㈽屯䘬₡ῤ㥳ㆸ
ᶵ⇑⼙枧ˤ朆Ṣ㮹⸋㛔ỵ炷ἳ⤪烉楁㷗炸㈽屯侭⛐㈽屯Ṣ㮹⸋妰₡
栆⇍㗪炻ㆾ枰⮯㷗⃫ㆾ℞Ṿ屐⸋㎃䁢Ṣ㮹⸋ˤ㈽屯侭℞⼴Ṏ⎗傥
枰⮯Ṣ㮹⸋岾⚆⼿㫦枭炷↢ⓖ╖ỵ㗪㓞⍾侭炸⍲㓞⍾䘬Ṣ㮹⸋
↮㳦炷⤪㚱炸㎃⚆㷗⃫ㆾ℞Ṿ屐⸋ˤ⛐㓞⍾Ṣ㮹⸋岾⚆⼿㫦枭
⍲炾ㆾṢ㮹⸋↮㳦炷⤪㚱炸㗪炻㈽屯侭⛐㬌䫱忶䦳ᷕ⮯㚫䓊䓇屐⸋
㎃屣䓐炻劍Ṣ㮹⸋㷗⃫ㆾ娚䫱℞Ṿ屐⸋属ῤ炻ㆾ㚫呁⍿嘏㎵ˤ
᷎ᶵᾅ嫱Ṣ㮹⸋䘬₡ῤ㈽屯侭䘬➢䢶屐⸋炷ἳ⤪烉㷗⃫炸ᶵ㚫ᶳ
旵ˤ
⯙Ṣ㮹⸋妰₡⮵㰾栆⇍侴妨炻㈽屯侭枰㈧㑼旬ⷞ䘬⮵㰾屣䓐炻㫦柵
⎗傥ᶵ⮹炻夾᷶䔞㗪ⶪ㱩侴⭂ˤ䁢⮵㰾侴忳䓐䘬ⶍ℟䘬Ṍ㖻⮵ㇳᶨ
㖎忽䲬炻Ṣ㮹⸋妰₡⮵㰾栆⇍㈽屯侭ㆾ枰㈧⍿㛒⮵㰾䘬Ṣ㮹⸋屐⸋
⋗桐晒炻⯮㗪㈽屯侭ṵ㚱⎗傥⤪⇵㭝㤪徘㈧㑼ẍ㛒⮵㰾㕡⺷㈽
屯㕤Ṣ㮹⸋妰₡栆⇍䘬桐晒ˤṎᶵᾅ嫱⮵㰾䫾䔍⮯㚫⣷㓰ˤ
ℵ侭炻῀劍↢䎦Ṣ㮹⸋䚠斄㈽屯䘬屐⸋⍲炾ㆾ➢䢶屐⸋⋯ῤ侴䚠
斄㈽屯䘬₡ῤᶳ嵴䘬⯨朊炻⇯㈽屯侭㊩Ṣ㮹⸋妰₡栆⇍䘬㈽屯
炷ảỽ⮵㰾ㆾ㛒⮵㰾炸₡ῤㆾ㚫呁⍿柵⢾嘏㎵ˤ
Ṣ㮹⸋妰₡⮵㰾栆⇍㚫䚉≃⮯㛔➢慹䘬➢䢶屐⸋冯Ṣ㮹⸋ἄ⮵㰾炻
䚖㧁㗗ẌṢ㮹⸋妰₡⮵㰾栆⇍䘬堐䎦冯ẍ㛔➢慹➢䢶屐⸋妰₡䘬⎴
䫱栆⇍䘬堐䎦䚳滲ˤ㬌䫾䔍⮯⯨旸Ṣ㮹⸋妰₡⮵㰾栆⇍⍿よ㕤➢䢶
屐⸋Ṣ㮹⸋⋯ῤ㗪ⷞἮ䘬㼃⛐㓞䙲ˤ婳⍫教ⓖ偉䪈䦳ˬ 桐晒⚈
䳈˭ᶨ䭨ℏˬ⮵㰾桐晒˭䘬桐晒⚈䳈炻ẍ䝕妋忚ᶨ㬍娛ねˤ

ˬ溆⽫⁝⇠˭炷⌛⛐ᷕ⚳
ℏ⛘⠫⢾䘤埴ỮẍṢ㮹⸋
妰₡䘬⁝⇠炸ⶪ⟜桐晒

ˬ溆⽫⁝⇠˭ⶪ⟜䘬夷㧉ṵ䚠⮵䳘⮷炻庫㖻⍿⇘㲊≽⿏⍲㳩≽⿏ᶵ
嵛⼙枧ˤ劍䔞⯨枺ⶫảỽ㕘夷⇯ˣẌ䘤埴㨇㥳ẍ䘤⁝㕡⺷䯴普Ṣ㮹
⸋䘬傥≃⍿⇘⯨旸ㆾ旸⇞⍲Óㆾ㚱斄䚋䭉㨇㥳㑌扟ㆾ㙓

攳㓦暊ⱠṢ

㮹⸋(CNH)ⶪ⟜炻ˬ溆⽫⁝⇠˭ⶪ⟜䘬忳ἄ⍲㕘䘤埴㚱⎗傥⍿⇘⸚
㒦炻⮶农㛔➢慹䘬屯䓊㶐ῤᶳ嵴ˤ
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冯㈽屯㕤℟㚱⏠㓞嘏㎵䈡
溆䘬⁝⊁ⶍ℟䚠斄䘬桐晒

冯⁛䴙⁝⊁ⶍ℟䚠㭼炻℟㚱⏠㓞嘏㎵䈡溆䘬⁝⊁ⶍ℟⛐䘤䓇枸⃰䓴
⭂䘬妠䘤ḳẞ炷ἳ⤪烉䔞䘤埴㨇㥳㍍役ㆾ嗽㕤䃉㱽两临䴻䆇䘬䉨ン
ㆾ䔞䘤埴㨇㥳䘬屯㛔㭼䌯旵军㊯⭂㯜⸛炸㗪炻枰㈧⍿㚜⣏桐晒炻⚈
䁢娚䫱ⶍ℟忂ⷠ枰㈧⍿㷃姀ㆾ廱㎃䁢㘖忂偉䘬桐晒炻侴娚䫱ḳẞ⼰
⎗傥ᶵ⛐䘤埴㨇㥳䘬㍏⇞䭬⚵ᷳℏˤ㚱斄妠䘤ḳẞ⿏岒墯暄᷎暋ẍ
枸㷔炻⎗傥⮶农娚䫱ⶍ℟⣏ⷭㆾ⬴ℐ㷃ῤˤ
⛐妠䘤ḳẞ┇≽䘬ね㱩ᶳ炻㔜ᾳ屯䓊栆⇍⎗傥㚱㼃⛐䘬₡㟤咻⺞⍲
㲊≽ˤ℟㚱⏠㓞嘏㎵䈡溆䘬⁝⊁ⶍ℟Ṏ⎗傥朊冐㳩≽⿏ˣỘῤ⍲䓴
⇍普ᷕ桐晒ˤ
℟㚱⏠㓞嘏㎵䈡溆䘬⁝⊁ⶍ℟䘬℞ᷕᶨᾳἳ⫸㗗CoCos炻CoCos朆
ⷠ墯暄炻桐晒Ṏ檀ˤ䘤䓇妠䘤ḳẞ⼴炻CoCos⎗傥㚫塓廱㎃䁢䘤埴
㨇㥳䘬偉ấ炷⎗傥ẍ㉀嬻₡廱㎃炸炻ㆾ⎗傥枰㯠ᷭ㷃姀军暞ˤ
CoCos䘬䤐〗Ẁ㫦䓙䘤埴㨇㥳惴ね㰢⭂炻᷎⎗傥晐㗪➢㕤ảỽ䎮䓙
⛐ảỽ㗪攻塓⍾㴰忼ảỽᶨ㭝㗪攻ˤ
㛔➢慹㊩㚱䘬䚠斄➢慹⎗㈽屯㕤檀䳂朆⃒⃰⁝⊁ˤ⃀䭉㬌䫱ⶍ℟
䘬䳂⇍ᶨ凔㭼⼴⁝⇠庫檀炻Ữ⛐䘤䓇妠䘤ḳẞ⼴炻℞⎗傥枰塓㷃
姀炻ᶼ⮯ᶵℵ⛐䘤埴㨇㥳䘬⁝㪲Ṣ怬㫉⸷䫱䳂橼䲣ᷳᶳˤ忁⎗傥
⮶农㈽屯䘬㛔慹ℐ㎵ˤ

朆䁢㈽屯䚖䘬ἧ䓐慹圵埵
䓇ⶍ℟炷ˬ埵䓇ⶍ℟˭炸
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MANULIFE HONG KONG SERIES
First Addendum to Prospectus

June 2020
No copy of the Prospectus dated January 2020 of Manulife Hong Kong Series (the “Series”) together
with a copy of the KFS of each Fund which altogether form the offering document of the Series (the
“Prospectus”) (with the latest available annual report and audited accounts of the Series and the
Fund(s) (if any) and any subsequent unaudited semi-annual accounts) may be distributed unless it is
accompanied with this Addendum. This Addendum should, therefore, be read in conjunction with the
Prospectus and together construed, as one document. Words and phrases used in this Addendum
shall have the same meanings as are ascribed to them in the Prospectus. If you are in any doubt
about the contents of this Addendum and/or the Prospectus and/or the relevant KFS, you should seek
independent professional financial advice.
The Manager accepts full responsibility for the accuracy of the information contained in the
Prospectus and this Addendum and confirms, having made all reasonable enquiries that to the best of
its knowledge and belief that there are no other facts the omission of which would make any
statement misleading.
Unless otherwise amended herein, the Prospectus remains in full force and effect  and the
amendments noted herein are effective immediately.

The purpose of this Addendum is to update the Prospectus to reflect the establishment of Manulife
STARS Income and Growth Fund, a new Fund of the Series, the minimum Trustee fee for the Funds
of the Series and other editorial amendments.
1. The second paragraph of the sub-section headed “5.29 Distribution risk” of the section headed
“5. RISK FACTORS” shall be deleted in its entirety and replaced by the following:
“Subject to the disclosure in the relevant Appendix, distributions may be paid out of the capital of
a Fund or be paid out of gross income while charging/ paying all or part of the relevant Fund’s
fees and expenses to/ out of the capital of the relevant Fund in respect of the Income Classes of
the relevant Fund. The Manager may distribute out of the capital or effectively out of capital of a
Fund if the net distributable income attributable to the relevant Income Class during the relevant
period is insufficient to pay distributions as declared. Investors should note that the payment of
distributions out of capital and/or effectively out of capital represent a return or a
withdrawal of part of the amount they originally invested or capital gain attributable to that
original amount. Distributions will result in an immediate decrease in the Net Asset Value
per Unit of the relevant Units.”
2. All references to “Non-investment of financial derivative instruments (“FDIs”)” in the
Prospectus shall be deleted in their entirety and be replaced by “Non-investment use of
financial derivative instruments (“FDIs”)”.
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3. The following is hereby inserted as a new APPENDIX A6 immediately after “APPENDIX A5 –
MANULIFE ALL-WEATHER PORTFOLIO - GROWTH PLUS FUND” under Appendix A of the
Prospectus as follows:
“APPENDIX A6 – MANULIFE STARS INCOME AND GROWTH FUND *
* STARS is an acronym for Strategic and Tactical Asset Rebalancing Strategy
This Appendix (which forms part of, and should be read together with the Prospectus) relates to
the Manulife STARS Income and Growth Fund (“Fund”), a Fund of the Series.
INVESTMENT CONSIDERATIONS
Investment Objective

The investment objective of the Fund is to provide income and
potential for capital appreciation over the medium to longer term.
The Manager’s investment process involves identification of a list
of asset classes based on the Manager’s views on the capital
market, selection of underlying collective investment schemes
(“CIS”) for each asset class within the investment universe, and
construction of a portfolio by allocation into the underlying CIS.
Strategic asset allocations are based on optimization of underlying
investments given the standing capital market forward outlook to
deliver the Fund’s investment objectives. These allocations will
vary through time according to the Manager’s varying expectations
of asset class returns and their interactions. Tactical asset
allocations are employed from time to time to dynamically adjust
the portfolio allocation in order to manage the risk-adjusted returns,
based on factors such as macro, sentiment, fundamental and
technical indicators.
The reference to “STARS” in the Fund’s name is not indicative of
the Fund’s performance or returns.

Investment Policies

The Fund aims to meet its objective by investing primarily (i.e. at
least 70% of the Fund’s NAV) in a portfolio of CIS which are
authorized by the SFC and/or Qualified Exchange Traded Funds
(as defined in the Prospectus). The Fund currently does not intend
to invest more than 30% of its NAV in each SFC-authorized CIS
and will not invest more than 10% of its NAV in each Qualified
Exchange Traded Fund. In the event that the Fund invests more
than 30% of its NAV in any single underlying CIS, the Manager will
ensure that such underlying CIS is authorized by the SFC and the
name and key investment information of such underlying CIS are
disclosed in the offering documents. The Fund currently does not
intend to invest in CIS that are not authorized by the SFC, but may
invest in Qualified Exchange Traded Funds which may or may not
be authorized by the SFC.
These CIS and/or Qualified Exchange Traded Funds in which the
Fund invests may be managed by the Manager and/or its affiliates
or other third party investment managers. Management fees will
not be charged at the underlying CIS or Qualified Exchange
Traded Fund level and will only be charged at the Fund level where
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the CIS or the Qualified Exchange Traded Fund is managed by the
Manager and/ or its affiliates. All initial charges and redemption
charges on the CIS or the Qualified Exchange Traded Fund in
which the Fund invests will be waived where the CIS or the
Qualified Exchange Traded Fund is managed by the Manager and/
or its affiliates.
The Fund will not have direct investments other than cash, cash
equivalents and financial derivative instruments (such as futures,
options and forwards). The Fund may directly invest in financial
derivative instruments for hedging purposes only but not for
investment purposes.
The Fund, through the underlying CIS and/or Qualified Exchange
Traded Funds which the Fund holds, may invest in equities and
equity-related securities including (but not limited to) publicly
traded common and preferred stocks, American depository
receipts, global depositary receipts, rights issues and private
placements.
The Fund, through the underlying CIS and/or Qualified Exchange
Traded Funds which the Fund holds, may also invest in debt
securities of investment grade as assigned by one of the three
international credit rating agencies, Moody’s Investors Service,
Standard & Poor’s or Fitch as well as debt securities which may
not be of investment grade or are not rated by the aforementioned
international credit rating agencies; and aggregate exposure to
non-investment grade or unrated debt securities may be 30% or
more of the Fund’s NAV. The Fund, through the underlying CIS
and/or Qualified Exchange Traded Funds, may also invest in debt
securities including (but not limited to) long term bonds, medium
term notes, bills, convertible bonds, subordinated debt, certificate
of deposits and commercial papers. The Fund will not invest
directly in debt instruments with loss-absorption features (“LAP”)
(such as contingent convertible debt securities (“CoCos”) and
senior non-preferred debts), but the underlying CIS and/or
Qualified Exchange Traded Funds may have exposure to LAP.
However, the Manager does not expect the Fund’s exposure to
LAP through its investment in the underlying CIS and/or Qualified
Exchange Traded Funds to be substantial. Debt securities held by
underlying CIS and/or Qualified Exchange Traded Funds may be
issued or guaranteed by government, government agencies, quasigovernment organisations, financial institutions, investment trust
and property trust, multi-national organisations and other
corporations, but the Manager does not expect the Fund’s
exposure to debt securities issued and/or guaranteed by a single
sovereign issuer (including its government, public or local
authority) which is below investment grade through its investment
in the underlying CIS and/or Qualified Exchange Traded Funds to
be substantial.
Indicative asset allocation
The following is an indicative asset allocation of the Fund based on
asset class(es) expected to be invested by the underlying CIS
and/or Qualified Exchange Traded Funds held by the Fund:
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Asset class

Indicative percentage of
the Fund’s NAV

Equities and equity-related
securities

30-65%

Debt securities

35-70%

Cash, cash equivalents and
money market instruments

0-30% (up to 100% in
extreme market conditions as
disclosed below)

Based on the Fund’s investment strategy it may invest across
multiple asset classes and allocate investments in accordance with
the Manager’s ongoing assessment of factors that may include, but
not be limited to, economic outlook, valuations of asset classes,
market sentiment and asset price trends. The Fund (through its
investment in underlying CIS and/or Qualified Exchange Traded
Funds) has no prescribed geographical, industry sector or market
capitalization limits, and it is possible that exposure to certain
markets (including emerging markets), region, sector and/or
industry, or the stocks of small- and mid-capped companies may
be 30% or more of the Fund’s NAV from time to time.
The Fund is not restricted in terms of the currency of denomination
of the underlying CIS and/or Qualified Exchange Traded Funds or
the underlying investments, and may have significant exposure to
RMB-denominated assets (including “Dim Sum” bonds).
The Fund may also invest up to 30% of its NAV in cash and cash
equivalents for risk control purposes, settlement of investment
transactions and to meet redemption requests. It should be noted
that the Manager may adjust the allocation to cash and cash
equivalents to beyond 30% (and up to 100%) of the Fund’s NAV
should, in its opinion, extreme market conditions such as
significant economic downturn or political turmoil or changes in
applicable legal or regulatory requirements or policies may warrant
such temporary adjustment. The amount of cash held depends on
the Fund’s liquidity and investment needs. The allocation mix of
asset classes is expected to vary from time to time according to the
Manager's discretion and prevailing market conditions.
The Fund may have indirect exposure to asset backed securities
(including mortgage backed securities and asset backed
commercial papers) through its investment in the underlying CIS
and/or Qualified Exchange Traded Funds from time to time. While
the Fund has no prescribed limit on the exposure to asset backed
securities, the Manager does not expect the Fund’s exposure to
asset backed securities through its investment in the underlying
CIS and/or Qualified Exchange Traded Funds to be substantial.
The underlying CIS and/or Qualified Exchange Traded Fund which
the Fund holds may use financial derivative instruments for
investment purposes. However, the Fund does not intend to invest
in any underlying CIS authorized by the SFC the net derivative
exposure of which may be more than 50% of such underlying
fund’s NAV.
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The Fund will not invest directly in any structured deposits or
structured products. However, the Fund may have indirect
exposure to structured deposits or structured products through its
investment in the underlying CIS and/or Qualified Exchange
Traded Funds from time to time. While the Fund has no prescribed
limit on the exposure to structured deposits or structured products,
the Manager does not expect the Fund’s exposure to structured
deposits or structured products through its investment in the
underlying CIS and/or Qualified Exchange Traded Funds to be
substantial.
Investment and
Borrowing Restrictions

The Fund is subject to the investment and borrowing restrictions as
set out under the heading “Investment and Borrowing Restrictions”
in the “Investment Considerations” section and Appendix C of this
Prospectus.

Use of Derivatives

The Fund’s net derivative exposure may be up to 50% of the
Fund’s Net Asset Value.

Securities Financing
Transactions

The Manager currently does not intend to enter into any securities
financing transactions in respect of the Fund.

SPECIFIC RISK FACTORS
Investors should also take note of the relevant risks mentioned in the “Risk Factors”
section in the Prospectus which are applicable to the Fund, in particular, “Risk of not
achieving investment objective”, “General investment risk”, “Market risk”, “Volatility
risk”, “Risk relating to small- and mid-capped companies”, “Risks relating to debt
securities”, “Risks of investing in other funds”, “Risks associated with Shanghai-Hong
Kong Stock Connect (“Stock Connect”)”, “Risks relating to convertible bonds”, “Risks
of investing in securitised debt instruments (including asset backed securities)”,
“Emerging markets risks”, “Sovereign debt risks”, “Concentration risk”, “Counterparty
risk”, “Equity investment risks”, “Currency and foreign exchange risk”, “Derivative and
structured product risk”, “Hedging risk”, “Liquidity risk” and “Distributions risk”. In
addition, investors should also take note of the following risks associated with
investment in the Fund.
Risks relating to
STARS

The Fund, through the use of STARS, aims to achieve its
investment objective by investing in multiple asset classes
primarily through underlying funds and the allocation mix of asset
classes is expected to vary from time to time according to the
Manager’s discretion and prevailing market conditions.
There is no assurance that the investment objective will be met.
The investments of the Fund are expected to be periodically
rebalanced. If market risk levels change substantially over short
periods, changes to the mix of underlying investments may become
more frequent, resulting in a higher portfolio turnover in the Fund.
Such changes in positions may result in brokerage commission
expenses and transaction charges which are higher than those of
other funds of comparable size. These will result in increased
operating expenses payable by the Fund. Therefore, the Fund may
incur greater transaction costs than a fund with static allocation
strategy and the Net Asset Value of the Fund may be adversely
affected.
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RMB currency and
conversion risks

The RMB is subject to a managed floating exchange rate based on
market supply and demand with reference to a basket of foreign
currencies, and movement in RMB is subject to policy control. The
daily trading price of the RMB against other major currencies in the
interbank foreign exchange market would be allowed to float within
a narrow band around the central parity published by the People’s
Bank of China. As the exchange rates are influenced by
government policy and market forces, the exchange rates for RMB
against other currencies, including USD and HKD, are susceptible
to movements based on external factors.
Non-RMB based investors are exposed to foreign exchange risk
and there is no guarantee that the value of RMB against the
investors’ base currencies (for example HKD) will not depreciate.
Any depreciation of RMB could adversely affect the value of
investor’s investment in the Fund.
While the offshore RMB in Hong Kong (“CNH”) and onshore RMB
in China (“CNY”) represent the same currency, they are traded in
different and separate markets which operate independently and
thus they trade at different rates. As such, CNH does not
necessarily have the same exchange rate and may not move in the
same direction as CNY. Any divergence between CNH and CNY
may adversely impact investors.
The supply of RMB and the conversion of foreign currency into
RMB are subject to exchange control policies and restrictions
imposed by the mainland authorities. Liquidity of RMB could
deteriorate due to government controls and restrictions which
would adversely affect investors’ ability to exchange RMB into
other currencies as well as the conversion rates of RMB. As RMB
is not freely convertible, currency conversion is subject to
availability of RMB at the relevant time. As such, in case of sizable
redemption requests for the RMB denominated Class(es) are
received, the Manager has the absolute discretion to delay any
payment of redemption requests from the RMB denominated
Class(es) where it determines that there is not sufficient RMB for
currency conversion by the Fund for settlement purpose. There is
also a risk that payment of distributions in RMB (if any) may be
delayed when there is not sufficient amount of RMB for currency
conversion for distributions in a timely manner due to the
exchange controls and restrictions applicable to RMB. In any
event, for proper redemption requests received before the Dealing
Deadline, redemption proceeds will be paid no later than one
calendar month after such redemption requests are accepted.

RMB class(es) related
risk

When calculating the value of the RMB denominated Class(es),
CNH will be used. The CNH rate may be at a premium or discount
to the exchange rate for CNY and there may be significant bid and
offer spreads. The value of the RMB denominated Class(es) thus
calculated will be subject to fluctuation.
The exchange rate of RMB may rise or fall. There can be no
assurance that RMB will not be subject to devaluation. Any
devaluation of RMB could adversely affect the value of investors’
investments in the RMB denominated Class(es) of the Fund. Non-
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RMB based (e.g. Hong Kong) investors may have to convert HKD
or other currencies into RMB when investing in the RMB
denominated Class(es). Subsequently, investors may also have to
convert the RMB redemption proceeds (received when selling the
Units) and RMB distributions received (if any) back to HKD or
other currencies. During these processes, investors will incur
currency conversion costs and may suffer losses in the event that
RMB depreciates against HKD or such other currencies upon
receipt of the RMB redemption proceeds and/or RMB distributions
(if any). There is no guarantee that the value of RMB against the
investors’ base currencies (e.g. HKD) will not depreciate.
For hedged RMB denominated Class(es), investors have to bear
the associated hedging costs which may be significant depending
on prevailing market conditions. If the counterparties of the
instruments used for hedging purpose default, investors of the
hedged RMB denominated Class(es) may be exposed to RMB
currency exchange risk on an unhedged basis and in which case
investors may be subject to the risks of investing in RMB
denominated Class(es) on an unhedged basis as outlined in the
paragraph above. Also there is no guarantee that the hedging
strategy will be effective.
Furthermore, under the scenario where RMB appreciates against
the currencies of the underlying investments and/or the Base
Currency, and the value of the underlying investments decreased,
the value of investors’ investments in (any hedged or unhedged)
RMB denominated Class(es) may suffer additional losses.
Hedged RMB denominated Class(es) will hedge the Fund’s Base
Currency back to RMB, on a best effort basis, with an objective to
align the performance of the hedged RMB denominated Class(es)
to that of the equivalent Class denominated in the Fund’s Base
Currency. This strategy will limit the hedged RMB denominated
Class(es) from benefiting from any potential gain resulting from the
appreciation of the Base Currency against RMB. Please refer to
the risk factor headed “Hedging risk” in the “Risk Factors”
section of the Prospectus for further details.



“Dim Sum” bond (i.e.
bonds issued outside
of Mainland China but
denominated in RMB)
market risks

The “Dim Sum” bond market is still a relatively small market which
is more susceptible to volatility and illiquidity. The operation of the
“Dim Sum” bond market as well as new issuances could be
disrupted causing a fall in the Net Asset Value of the Fund should
there be any promulgation of new rules which limit or restrict the
ability of issuers to raise RMB by way of bond issuances and/or
reversal or suspension of the liberalisation of the offshore RMB
(CNH) market by the relevant regulator(s).

Risks associated with
investments in LAP

LAP are subject to greater risks when compared to traditional debt
instruments as such instruments are typically subject to the risk of
being written down or converted to ordinary shares upon the
occurrence of a pre-defined trigger event (e.g. when the issuer is
near or at the point of non-viability or when the issuer’s capital ratio
falls to a specified level), which are likely to be outside of the
issuer’s control. Such trigger events are complex and difficult to
predict and may result in a significant or total reduction in the value
of such instruments.
7

In the event of the activation of a trigger, there may be potential
price contagion and volatility to the entire asset class. Debt
instruments with loss-absorption features may also be exposed to
liquidity, valuation and sector concentration risk.
An example of LAP is CoCos, which are highly complex and are of
high risk. Upon the occurrence of the trigger event, CoCos may be
converted into shares of the issuer (potentially at a discounted
price), or may be subject to the permanent write-down to zero.
Coupon payments on CoCos are discretionary and may be
cancelled by the issuer at any point, for any reason, and for any
length of time.
The underlying funds which the Fund holds may invest in senior
non-preferred debts. While these instruments are generally senior
to subordinated debts, they may be subject to write-down upon the
occurrence of a trigger event and will no longer fall under the
creditor ranking hierarchy of the issuer. This may result in total loss
of the principal invested.
Non-investment use of
financial derivative
instruments (“FDIs”)

The use of FDIs does not form part of the investment strategy of the
Fund, but the Manager may from time to time utilize FDIs for
hedging purposes. The use of derivatives exposes the Fund to
additional risks, including: (i) volatility risk - FDIs may be highly
volatile; (ii) investment risk - the effectiveness of such hedging is
reliant upon the success of the Manager in making investment
decisions in the prevailing market conditions; (iii) market risk - there
is a risk from exposures to changes in market value of FDIs; (iv)
credit risk – the Fund is exposed to the risk of loss resulting from a
counterparty’s failure to meet its financial obligations; and (v)
liquidity risk - which exists when particular investments are difficult
to be purchased or sold quickly. The eventuation of any of the
above risks could have an adverse effect on the Net Asset Value of
the Fund. In adverse situations, the Fund's use of FDIs may
become ineffective in hedging and the Fund may suffer significant
losses.

OTHER FUND INFORMATION
Fund Type

Multi Assets Fund

Base Currency

USD

Classes/Currency of
Denomination

USD: Class AA (USD) Inc and Class AA (USD) Acc
HKD: Class AA (HKD) Inc
RMB: Class AA (RMB) Inc Hedged

Distribution Policy

Accumulation Class:

Class AA (USD) Acc

Income Class(es)#:

Class AA (USD) Inc, Class AA (HKD) Inc,
and Class AA (RMB) Inc Hedged


#



Monthly distribution on such date as may be determined by the Manager, or such other time or frequency as the

Manager considers appropriate.
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Please refer to the “Distribution Policy” section of the Prospectus
for further details.
Payment of Subscription Payment of subscription monies for Units and the Initial Charge (if
any) is due in cleared funds on the 3rd Business Day after the
Monies
date of acceptance of the subscription application by the Manager.
Payment of Redemption Redemption proceeds will normally be paid within 6 Business
Days after the date of receipt of complete redemption
Proceeds
documentation by the Trustee.
Establishment costs

The establishment costs of the Fund will be borne by the
Manager.”


4. The footnote marked as “#” to the table containing information relating to Trustee fee payable by
the Fund(s) under the “Summary of Classes, Fees and Charges – Dealing in the Funds –
Funds Information – Fees and Charges” section of Appendix B of the Prospectus shall be
deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:“#

The Trustee fee is subject to a monthly minimum fee of US$3,000 per Fund which the Trustee agrees to waive for
the first year of launch of the Fund.”

5. The table containing information relating to the Management Fee payable by the Fund under the
“Summary of Classes, Fees and Charges – Dealing in the Funds – Funds Information –
Fees and Charges” section of Appendix B of the Prospectus shall be deleted in its entirety and
replaced with the following:-
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“
(Payable by the Fund)
###

Management Fee
(% per annum of the NAV of the Class)
(Fund Type)/
Fund
Class
AA
(USD)
Inc

Class
AA
(HKD)
Inc

Class
AA
(RMB)
Inc

Class AA Class AA
(RMB)
(USD)
Acc
Inc
Hedged

Class
AA
(HKD)
Acc

Class
AA
(RMB)
Acc

Class AA
(RMB)
Acc
Hedged

Class I
(USD)
Inc

(Multi Assets Fund)
Manulife Global 1.20%
Dynamic Asset
Allocation Fund

1.20%

1.20%

1.20%

1.20%

N/A

N/A

N/A

Nil

Manulife
All-weather
Portfolio –
Capital
Conservative
Fund

1.00%

1.00%

1.00%

1.00%

1.00%

1.00%

1.00%

1.00%

N/A

Manulife
All-weather
Portfolio –
Managed
Growth Fund

1.00%

1.00%

1.00%

1.00%

1.00%

1.00%

1.00%

1.00%

N/A

Manulife
All-weather
Portfolio –
Growth Fund
Manulife
All-weather
Portfolio –
Growth Plus
Fund

1.20%

1.20%

1.20%

1.20%

1.20%

1.20%

1.20%

1.20%

N/A

1.20%

1.20%

1.20%

1.20%

1.20%

1.20%

1.20%

1.20%

N/A

Manulife STARS 1.20%
Income and
Growth Fund

1.20%

N/A

1.20%

1.20%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

“


###

The Manager reserves the right to increase the Management Fee applicable to all Class of Units to a maximum rate of up
to 2% per annum of the NAV of the relevant Class, subject to at least one month’s prior notice to Unitholders.

******************************
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